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for example. the flow of tears ; buit with the domniance of the miiore tonie
vagal conitrol the aiigoisNe disappears anid the patient calms downi, a fact
which confirmis the popular belief in the relief afforded by tears. Fre-
(Iuentlv aftcr aii attack the patienit sutffers from-i polyuria anid diarrhea,
plhenomeia definitely associated with -agotonia. The manlifestations
which depenid oni the voluntary mis(cles, such as the l)rinlary inmmobility
anid draw ing of the face, and(I the subse(quent trembling andl uniiorganized
movemenits. are connected less with augoisse thani vith its inifluienice on
volull-tary control. It mlay be saidl theni that anigoisse is manifested vhen)
the activity of the sympathetic is lprelponderallt, anid stolps wheni this ceases
to be so.

There follows a record of twenty-ninie eases of 'permianienlt anxiety
states', whose artcrial pressuire anid oculdocardiac reflex werc obscrved as a
test of synmpathetic overactivity. In all the pressiure was raised, anid was
iever lower thani miiaxiimulnm 1-to, nimiumini 90. The inversion or abolitioln
of the ocdlocardiac reflex was nioted in the majorityT of cases. Thirty-onc
cases are qutoted ini wlhichl anixiety occulrred at inifrequienit intervals, aliil in
which the siogns of sympathetic overactivity w\ere fre(quenftly nioted. but
less conistanitly thani in. the precedillo grouip, -while symptoms of vagotonii
reactioni tcended to alterniate 'with these.

Finiallv, the autthors refer to the difficiilt quiestioni whether the enlotion
or the l)hY\sical maniifestation is the primary phenomen-onm. They conelulde
that the anxiety states tenid to occulr in those subjects whose aiitoniomiue
nervous systenm is so constittuted that the sympathetic system is pre-
p)ondelant. The cases of teni patienits are quioted whose ailmenits were
essenitiallv l)hysical anid niot psychical, 'whose blood-pressure was lerma-
nienitlv raised as a resuilt of organiic lesionis, and -who lpresenited otlher signls
of over-activity of the sympathetic. In all these angoisse was p)resent,
accompaniied by the emotioni of anxiety. Fronm this theyr concluide that
the anxiety is seconidarv to angoisse. Aniother argumlllenit poilntingl to the
samc coniclusioni is afforded by the anixiety observed ini thosc distuirbanices
of enidocrinie activity which resuilt in overaction of the adrenials anld colnse-
(llenit hypcrtoniia of thc sympathetic system. Suich a state of affairs occius
at the nmeniopauise, wheni the activity of the ovaries is suppressed, anid the
frequiency of ainxietyr states at this tinme is niotoriouis. F'ronii these observ\a-
tionis they conicluide that wheni the researches in organiotherapy, haec
afforded uis a meanis of lowverinig symnpathetic activity, a theraipelutic agent
wvill bc founiid for comlbatingo the anxiety states.

R. G. GORDON.

PSYCHOLOGY AND PSYCHOPATHOLOGY.
[1-to The experiences of the child: how they affect character and

behaviour.--C. MNACIFIE, CAM\PBEII. Mietal Ilygienie, 1920, iv, 312.
A BRIFIF statemnc-t of the aims ef inifanit psychology. It presents anI
appreciationi of the work of J. B. W\atsoni, and gives mainy cxamples of
the kinid of nmaterial he has dealt with. These show how exlericnces
dulrinig infaivcy may influence the whole futulre of the individual, producing
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PSYCHOPATHOLOGY

undesirable traits of character which at the adult stage it is difficult or even
impossible to correct. The importance of training the child in reactions
which are destined to become habitual is insisted on. The profound
influence of the parents in effecting repressions in the child and in estab-
lishing false emotional values is discussed, and the article concludes with
a plea for a franker and broader education of the child in sex matters.

R. DANSIE.

[141] Childhood: the golden period for mental hygiene.-WMi. A.
WHITE. Mental Hygiene, 1920, iv, 257.

MENTAL illniess is a type of reaction in the individual to his problems of
adjustment. It is conditioned by the nature of these problems and by
his character-equiipment. The second of these factors is the one to be
stuidied, since mental hygiene is more capable of modifying it than the other.
Descriptive and clinical classifications are discouinted in favour of those
of behaviouiristic psychology based on the reactions of the individutal as a
whole from infancy onwards. Mental illnesses are thuis found to be outt-
ward signs of intrapsychic difficulties or conflicts duie to traits of character
developed in childhood, which is therefore the ideal period for prophylactic
treatment.

The auithor deprecates the uindue value attached, in the past, to
the germ-plasm theory of heredity, and the fatalistic type of thoulght
resuilting therefrom. He insists on the possibility of modifying to advan-
tage inherited traits, in themselves to be deplored, and emphasizes the
importance of environment in this connection. The niecessary factors
in prophylactic treatment are: (1) A soin(l behaviouristic child
psychology; (2) An understanding of the child's relationships to its
environment especially to its own family; (3) The definite application of
the above in education; (4) The application muist be carried otut both at
home and at school.

Cases are quoted whieh illustrate the origin of offending traits of
character in childhood. Existing child-welfare work is commeinded, blut
the atuthor asks for a broad behaviouristic line of study carried throuigh
the periods of adolescence and early aduilt life. The article concludes
that sutch a scheme woould prove more workable than that of the eulgenist,
'which would merely control the material.

R. DANSIE.

[142] Some adaptive difficulties found in school children.-ESTHER
RICHARDS. Mental Hygiene, 1920, iv, 331.

THE article opens with a reference to a principle of eduicatioin expressed
by Adolf Meyer: "The highest aim of education will always lie in the
proper encouiragement and training of certain emotional assets, the
interests, leanings and curiosities, ambitions, likes and dislikes, as well
as of putrely intellectual assets or knowledge." The writer carried otit
a series of observations, extending over fifteen months, in a chosen school.
She gives characteristic examples of children revealing fauilty psycho-
biological rcactions, and a sketch of her mode of examination and treatment.

20A
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In discussing treatment of children showing retarded mental develop-
ment, the author dwells on the necessity of separating them from normal
children and of affording them individual attention in training. School
hours should be spent in work which could be correlated with some activity
possible for the child after leaving school. An extension of the school
period is advocated, during which extension the child should be under the
dual control of teacher and employer, thus being saved from the ranks of
'drift' labour.

A list of cases showing details of defects, treatment, and results in
tabulated form concludes a concise account of a uiseful and interesting
piece of work.

R. DANSIE.
[143] The serpent as a symbol.-J. C. HASSELL. Psycho-analytic Rev.,

1919, vi, 296.
ANIMAL forms were doubtless first used in an animistic sense, and later
became symbolic. G.radually the unconscious seized upon the animals
as an expression of painful ideas in substituted acceptable form. From
the study of mythology, folklore, and fairy tales, we find the symbolism is
that of the unconscious of the race, and its meaning is therefore universal.
This mostly holds good, too, in dreamis, neuroses, and psychoses. Religion
offers a fertile field for the play of symbolism, and the part of the serpent
here is well known. This animal has been given many qualities and
worshipped because of them. They may be grouped into five classes:
wisdom (including powers of healing), guardianship and protection,
paternity and transmigration, the command over fertility, and hostility.
Illustrations are given of these various attributes. In the mentally
diseased the serpent is common as a sexual symbol. It is a classical
symbol of the male, the phallus, though in many cases it has also
significance for the female. In the dreams of women the significance seems
evident. Simple analysis of myths and legends unearths the sexual
meaning of the serpent-the miracle of Moses, the fall of man, etc. This
animal is also known as the God of Fire, and here we can recall that fire
is the symbol of masculine sexuality (fire of passion). Interesting illus-
trations from clinical material of the serpent as a phallic symbol conclude
the article.

C. STANFORD READ.

[144] Contribution to the psychopathology of absence without leave
and allied- military offences (Zur Psychopathologie der un-
erlaubter Entfemung uind verwand-ten Straftaten).-K. KLEIST
and F. WISSMANN. Allg. Zeits. f. Psychiat., 1920, lxxvi, 30.

THIS is a summary of observations made on soldiers tried for absence
without leave, desertion, cowardice, or self-inflicted wounds; some were
examined in field hoipitals in Northern France and others in the Rostock
clinic.

There were 54 cases in all, and of these only 5 showed evidence of gross
mental disorder apart from mental deficienicy, which latter affected 13 of
them. The bulk of the report is taken up with descriptions of the 31
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psychopaths among them, and of 6 cases in which 'nervous debility' seemed
to be wholly duie to war experiences.

The writers subdivide the psychopaths into: (1) Unstable psycho-
paths (4 cases); (2) Sensitive and emotionally labile psychopaths (4
cases); (3) Hysterics (7 cases); (4) Eccentrics (5 cases); (5) Anxious
(aingstliche) psychopaths (5 cases); (6) Hypochondriacs (1 case); (7)
Hypomaniacs (2 cases); (8) Cyclothymic (1 case); (9) Psychopaths with
episodic irritability (2 cases). Members of the first group are charac-
terized by an inability to settle down in civil life; they are either
weak-willed and feckless, or restless natuires. The cyclothymic is moody;
the example described absented himself while in an irritable depressed
state following a punishment. The last-named group comprises the
poriomaniacs and dipsomaniacs.

On the whole psychopaths committed the lesser military offences,
whereas cowardice and self-mutilation were often the crimes with which
the war-neurotics were charged. These latter exhibited a fair family and
personal record, had done well in long and bitter fighting, and had broken
up. Characteristic of them was the conviction that they could no longuer
control themselves under shell-fire, and punishment had no corrective
effect; they failed again in their next ordeal.

Of the above 37 cases, 28 were charged with absence without leave,
1 with cowardice, 4 with desertion, 3 with self-inflicted wounds.

According to these authors the underlying motives could be classed
utnder the three headings of fear (23 cases), reluctance to serve (11 cases),
and psychical states independent of external conditions (3 cases). This
fear was not always fear of danger to life. Three cases absented themselves
while awaiting punishmient, another because he could not pay a debt.
The remainder could not face their return to the dangers peculiar to war;
only three of the nuimber broke away actually from the trenches. -The
distinction between fright and anxiety (Angst) as causes is clearly brought
out. Reluctance to serve was more frequent as a motive at the base, and
among the unstable psychopaths and hysterics. Situation psychoses were
not clearly the cause of military offences; when they did occur, it was in
relation to the conditions following arrest.

The cases have been careftlly worked out, and are described frankly
and without sentimentalitv; in assessing responsibility less stress was
laid on the actuial examination of the individu-al than on the circunistances
under which he failed, and on his previous history.

H. WV. ITILLS.

[145] The psychological analysis of superstition. -ALBERT K.
WEINBERG. Psycho-analytic Rev., 1920, vii, 31.

THIS study endeavours to demonstrate that an analogous symbolization
to that seen in the dream is inherent in many su-tperstitions or proverbial
sayings of the masses. A long list of superstitions found among the
Pennsylvania Germans is given, and, in view of the latent sexual content
which analysis of them so frequently discloses, it is pointed out that these
people are specially noted for their high morality. Thus, like the dream,
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the superstitions embody a symbolization which is uinconscious, and do not
reflect upon the integrity of the total personality. The writer does not
claim that all superstitions can be psychologically interpreted, for though
very often illustrative of unconscious complexes, they are not invariably
a product of the uinconsciouis.

C. STANFORD READ.

[146] Dreams (Les reves).-BoNJouR. Bibliotheque Univ. es Rev. Suisse,
1920, xcviii, 203.

A BRIEF review of Freuid's theory of dreams is given, and the abandonmeiit
of physiological for psychological hypotheses is deplored; though adlult
dreams often have their cause in infantile impressions, it is denied that
thev shouild be due to a developing sexual instinct, which is according to
the author-but ill-defined in childhood. He considers that dreams are
the distorted reproduction of early stiminli and not of early emotions.
Juist as he explains individuial aduilt dreams by external perceptions
occuirring in the immediate twenty-fouir houirs or so preceding the dream,
so does he ascribe the dreams of common type-suich as Freuid's 'flying
dream', the falling dream, the dream of being confined in too small a
space-to sensatioins perceived by the child in uitero or at birth, sensationis
that, occurriing in a state of sermi-consciouisness comparable to the hypnoid
one, are particularly apt to remain fixed in suibconsciouis memory.

For ain instance he qutotes the case of a little girl, oine of folur childreln,
who was born in a state of partial asphyxia, and was the only one to have-
constant anxiety dreams, in which she pictuired herself in a room too small
for her in which she couild not breathe. Again, he says that children born
feet first are niever sutbject to 'falling dreams' as are those that came into
the world head first. He quotes the case of another child, born after
obstructed labouir, who constantly dreams of being in a long narrow corridor,
the end of which seems terribly far, and oppressively small and constricted.
He gives plentifuil examples drawn from his own extensive practice, anid
after opposing psycho-analytic theories conclutdes that dreams do not
contain the typical wish-fulfilment of Freuid.

J. E. NIcOLE.

[147] Are there any instincts ?-KNIGHT DUNLAP. Joutr. Abnoirm.
Psychol., 1919, xiv, 307.

ACCEPTING the conception of instinctive acti-vities in genieral psychology
as designating aniy responses which have not been learned, the author
proceeds to deal with the conception of 'an instinct'. He finds that there
is a great deal of confutsion as to the exact meaning of the term. Some
auithorities, for example, restrict the term to grouips of activities which are
unconscious, while others insist on consciouisness being one of the specific
differentia of instinct. He sees, howe-ver, the gravest error to arise from
the failuire to distiniguiish between the instinct as a group of activities
teleologically definied anid the inistinct as a physiological grouLp. The
activities of the feeding child mav be considered physiologically as a sepalate
grouip from any other physiological activities, or again mav be conisidered
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PSYCHOPATHOLOGY

teleologically as a group of activities associated with the final result of
obtaining food. The author permits the assumption that there are instincts
in the physiological sense, but passes to doubt the existence of instincts
in the teleological sense, i.e., the sense as inferred in McDougall's Social
Psycjhology. He complains, in regard to the teleological groupings, that
the classification is one merely of convenience; every author makes his
own postulates, classifies his instincts accordingly, and then builds up his
scheme of social psychology upon them. The author compares the construc-
tioIn of the social psychology in Trotter's Herd Instinct in Peace and War,
in McDougall's Social Psychology, and in the Freuidian svstem, in explana-
tion of this poiInt. Again, the importance of not considering the teleological
classification of the instincts as more than a matter of convenience is
shown by the overlapping of the instincts. As a matter of fact, there are
very few responses of the animal which do not form part of a number of
inistincts, whatever be the classification. The same physiological activities,
and ev-en the same conscious processes, may be classed now as mere flight,
now as a manifestation of gregariousness, now as self-abasement. The
same fears, and perhaps the same desires, may be involved in several cases.
He concludes that, accepting the term instinct in the sense in which it is
most emphatically used at present, one must assume that for psychology
there are no instincts. There is a great deal of instinctive activity, both
coinscious and uinconscious, volitional and non-volitional, instinctive percep-
tions and thoughts no less than instinctive acts and emotions. He considers
that the possibility of discovering a social psychologv rests on the possibilitv
of disco-vering a truly psvchological groluping of instinctive activity, and
that neither of these discoveries is likely to be made until we cease from
talkiing of 'instiincts'.

TtIO .NAs BEATON.

[148] The localization of psychic functions (Zur Frage der Lokalisation
psychischer Funktionen).-FAN-KIHAUSER. Schweiz. ined. Wochl.,
1920, 1, 767.

FOLLOWING to a certain extent voni Mionakow and Berze, the autthor
distinguishes fuinctionally between the three ouiter cell-layers of the
cerebral ,cortex and the three inner, or, rather, the two inner; for the
purpose of his paper is to adduce ev-idence suggesting that the fourth or
ininer granuilar layer is associated with affectivity. It is absent in the motor
area, where are placed only motor-images (engrams), and it is doubled in
the visual cortex. AIn argument in favouir of the association of a cortical
layer with affectivity and against its local (regioinal) placing, is that there
is Ino focal lesion of the cerebruim in which excitation or paralysis of affective
phenomena is a constaint occurrence, and this is truie also of the basal
oanglia. The moria (Witzelsucht) often found in frontal lesions is neither
constant nor confined to that region. Disorders of the affective sphere
are likely to occur only if the cortical lesions are su-fficiently widespread
and diffuse.

That the fourth layer should act as a unit is only conceivable if
it be granted that other layers, individually or combined, shonid also
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so act, e.g., those subserving ideation. The author suggests that the
outer three layers are concerned with ideation, and the inner half of the
cortex with perception, the latter being the site of the terminal fields of
the various sense-avenues. According to von Monakow, the inner half of
the cortex constitutes with its fibres a projection-apparatus, and the outer
an association-apparatus. According to Berze, psychical processes cannot
be localized focally; when motor or sensory phenomena appear in
conjunction with localized lesions they are apsychic, and are the result of
focal disturbances of the inner cortical layers. The suggestion is that the
fourth layer is functionally linked with the. outer three, foiming the
anatomo-physiological basis for the psychical processes of the affecti-ve
sphere which accompany the reception of sensorv stimtuli and the carrying
out of ideational stimuli. In these affective psychical processes are
included consciousness of self, apperception, attention, and affect in the
ordinary sense. Assuming this midway position for the affective sphere,
the author considers the hypothesis will explain the genesis of hallucinations
satisfactorily. The 'liveliness' of an idea is nothing else than its affective
conmponent. Intensity of the affect of an idea leads under pathological
conditions to awakening of the corresponding sensory engrams of the inner
lavers and so to hallucinations.

In perception there is stimulation of sensory cortical fields (inner half)
and spread of adequate innervatioi to the psychical layers; hence the idea
of the perception, which is also, necessarily, linked in the process with
an affective element. In the case of ideation, by association from memorv
there is reproduced something resembling an idea of a perception, also
accompanied by an affective element, and, if the idea is 'lively', by slight
stimulation of the sensory field from above. In illusion, senisory stimuli
reach the sense fields and their engrams; for pathological reasons an
inadequate innervation passes to the psychical ouiter half, and an imperfect
idea of a perception resullts. In hallucination, there is awakening of a sense
area by a pathological idea or an idea accompanied by a pathological affect.

The paper also contains usefuil comments on the quiestion of the locali-
zation of the different varieties of apraxia and agnosia, but, regrettably,
does not include references to the work of Shaw Bolton on the same
subject. S. A. K. WV.
[149] On the arbitrary use of the terms "masculine" and "feminine ".

-BEATRICE M. HINKLE. Psycho-analytic Rev., 1920, vii, 15.
AT a previous stage of human existence the term feminine had an entirely
different connotation from what it has to-day, and the conception of the
female as inferior was unknown among many peoples. Even now in many
primitive races no such significance is attached to the sex. The European
attitude, though not so freely expressed, is inclined to assume that feminine
is synonymous with slave attributes and inferiority of soul. This view, the
author thinks, originated gradually with the growth of the conception of
individual property rights and the increase of power, which aroused the male
desire to possess the women and children. The purchase followed the
idea of possession, and as soon as women became sexually marketable
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their freedom was doomed. Masculinity is associated with strength,
aggressiveness, domination, and vigorous action in both the physical and
intellectual spheres, while the feminine characteristics are presumed to be
passivity, suibmissiveness, timidity, emotionalism, gentleness, and chastity,
in fact, all those qualities with which we associate infantilism. When,
however, the facts are examined, do men and women actually conform to
this description ? Dr. Hinkle thinks not, and believes that the actlual
distinctions between the sexes, other than their biolbgical ones, can only
be accurately gauged when the tradition of woman's inferiority has dis-
appeared and the children of both sexes have the same training, freedom,
privileges, and responsibilities. Sex differences in the animal world are
referred to, and it is pointed out that therein there is no uniformity in these
distinctions. Type differences are confuised with those of sex.

In her psychological work the author has been constantly surprised
to find the same reactions and tendencies in men as were supposed to be
the sole possession of women, though often well concealed. This was
fouind to be as true for the normal as for the neutrotic. In endeavouring to
live uip to the collective conception of what shouild be their reactions
according to their sex organs, much mental coniflict may resuilt. In woomen
the struggle is not so muich with the collective conception as is the case
with man, buit with the inner feeling which holds them in bonidage. The
masculine domination has forced her to repress, while man has been forced
to express. Shell shock wouild never attack a natural fighting man whose
instincts are aggressive. Changes in social conditions, aided by long periods
of peace, have allowed men's interests to be occupied bv peacefuil puirsutits
which do not utilize the so-called masculine instiniets, and so it is only those
men who possess a strong instinct for power who are in the froint raniks
of war. It is not implied that there are no secondary characteristics
which are determined by the possession of the distinctive sex organs, but
at present we caninot truly evaliuate them.

In discuissing types, Juing's extroverted and introverted persoinalities
are referred to at some length, with their characteristic reactions, in order
to show where the error in the male estimate of the feminine sex has lain.
The extroverted type is the typical male, aggressive, active, conquering,
but there are many women with these same reactions. The introvertedl
males are the ones who generally have a touch of the so-called feminiine
characteristics. Both psychological types were reduiced in the female
throtugh restrictions. The introverted women- couild not develop their
thouight fuinctions becauise their brains were deemed inferior, and so for all
women the accent has been placed on the emotional side; the extroverted
type were also handicapped because a childish attitude of dependency
on man v.-as insisted on. May it not be man's fear of the feminine
principle itself which all uinconsciouisly has driven the male to assume this
superiority and to force woman into the role he wishes her to play ? The
real bondage is that of psychological type, and therefore, instead of
demanding definite reactions according to sex, we must realize that nornmal
fulnetioning can only take place according to individual nature quite regard-
less of sex. C. STANFORD READ.
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